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**** Donald Knuth. "Literate Programming (1984)" in Literate Programming. CSLI, 1992, pg. 99.
 
concepts have been introduced in an order that is best for human understanding
 
--> How the differences in the order influence the understanding of the program?
 
 
**** Daniel Mall. "Recommendation for Literate Programming"
 
Literate programming is an excellent method for documenting the internals of software products 
especially applications with complex features.
 
--> How Easy is to write applications with complex features while doind literate programming?
 
Literate programming is useful for programs of all sizes.
 
--> Is that true?
 
Literate programming encourages meaningful documentation and the inclusion of details that are usually 
omitted in source code such as the description of algorithms, design decisions, and implementation 
strategy.
 
--> Is that the reason?
 
The key features of literate programming are the organization of source code into small sections and 
the production of a book quality program listing.
 
--> What is the effect of that while fixing a bug?
 
Literate programs are written to be read by other software developers. Program comprehension is a key 
activity during corrective and perfective maintenance. High quality documentation facilitates program 
modification with fewer conceptual errors and resultant defects. 
 
--> How dis-sincronated becomes the code with time?
 
 
--> What happens while doing literate programming in a team vs a lonely task?
 
 
--> Literate programming is just a single technique to be used along with all the other well 
established software engineering practices.
 
--> What are the effects of combining litterate programming with other well stablished techniques? per 
reviews / version control / ...
 
***** Matt Pharr and Greg Humphries. "Physically Based Rendering: From Theory to Implementation", 
Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
 
Writing a literate program is a lot more work than writing a normal program. After all, who ever 
documents their programs in the first place!? Moreover, who documents them in a pedagogical style that 
is easy to understand? And finally, who ever provides commentary on the theory and design issues 
behind the code as they write the documentation?
 
--> Writing a literate program is a lot more work than writing a normal program?
 
--> Documenting software implementation is easier with literate programming?
 
We believe that the literate programming approach is a valuable way to introduce ideas in computer 
graphics and computer science in general. Often, some of the subtleties of an algorithm can be unclear 
or hidden until it is implemented, so seeing an actual implementation is a good way to acquire a solid 
understanding of that algorithm's details.
 
--> Is there maybe one field in which literate programming can be a succed instead of trying to apply 
that solution to all cases?
 
--> Produce a catalogue of literate programs an check what are their common characteristics.
 
 
This book is a long literate program. This means that in the course of reading this book, you will 
read the full implementation of the pbrt rendering system, not just a high-level description of it.
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--> How much of that will be useful?
 
--> How much of this prose is going to be read while trying to modify something?
 
--> How many page of a program have a developer to read to make a change in a normal program vs. a 
literate program?
 
--> After how much time working with the program a developer becomes more productive because it is a 
literate program instead of a normal program?
 
--> Are literate programs smaller or larger (in average)?
 
--> What's the relationship between lines of code and lines of documentation in a literate program?
 
--> What kind of documentation is written for a literate program (for users, developers?)
 
The literate programming metalanguage provides two important features. The first is the ability to mix 
prose with source code.
 
--> Is easier to mix prose with source code with literate programming than with coments or elucidative 
programming?
 
--> Is the literate programming to a relevant factor for all this questions?
 
--> It is easier the navigation inside a literate program than in a normal program?
 
--> It is easier to index a literate program than a normal program (search)?
 
This feature (my note: the ability to mix prose with source code.) makes the description of the 
program just as important as its actual source code, encouraging careful design and documentation.
 
--> Is that true?
 
**** John Krommes.
 
The fundamental logic of the WEB system encourages "top-down" programming and "structured" design.
 
--> Is literate programming better for object oriented programming or structured programming or 
functional programming or declarative programming?
 
--> Have literate programmming being used in industry or just in the academy?
 
--> What are the origins of literate programmers?
 
--> Can a web application or an application with a lot of user interaction be programmed as a literate 
program?
 
--> How much time is required to have a prototype of a literate program?
 
*** Bart Childs. "Literate Programming, A Practitioner's View", Tugboat, December 1992, pg. 261-262.
 
It is not uncommon for a WEB to have a number of `documentation only' modules. These usually describe 
the problem independent of the chosen language for implementation.
 
--> How many modules are that way?
 
--> How easy will be to change the underlining programing language in a literate program?
 
--> How easy will be to change a literate program dependencie? (Remember whoosh, or plot vs the new 
library we are using in basie)?
 
--> What is the efect of a change like that in the order in which the concepts are introduced?
 
--> How will lonk a literate program without text (only code, ie. use the tools but not the main idea)?
 
** Doug McIlroy. "Programming Pearls: A Literate Program", CACM, June 1986, pg. 478-479.
 
In WEB one deliberately writes a paper, not just comments, along with code. This of course helps 
readers. I am sure that it also helps writers: reflecting upon design choices sufficiently to make 
them explainable must help clarify and refine one's thinking.
 
--> Can literate programming be modified to write a wiki/ blog/ chat/ instead of a paper? --> Have 
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someone thought about that before?
 
 
 


